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Spinning black holes tend to expel magnetic fields. In this way they are similar to superconductors.
It has been a persistent concern that this black hole “Meissner effect” could quench jet power at
high spins. This would make it impossible for the rapidly rotating black holes in Cyg X-1 and GRS
1915+105 to drive Blandford-Znajek jets. We give a simple geometrical argument why fields which
become entirely radial near the horizon are not expelled by the Meissner effect and may continue
to power jets up to the extremal limit. A simple and natural example is a split-monopole field. We
stress that ordinary Blandford-Znajek jets are impossible if the Meissner effect operates and expels
the field. Finally, we note that in our general relativistic magnetohydrodynamic simulations of black
hole jets, there is no evidence that jets are quenched by the Meissner effect. The simulated jets
develop a large split monopole component spontaneously which supports our proposal for how the
Meissner effect is evaded and jets from rapidly rotating black holes are powered in nature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spinning black holes tend to expel magnetic fields.
Astrophysical jets are believed to be powered by mag-
netized, spinning black holes. Magnetic fields need to
thread the horizon to extract the black hole’s rotational
energy (a point we will return to later). So if the black
hole Meissner effect prevents rapidly rotating black holes
from becoming magnetized, it could quench jet power.
Until recently, one might have argued that astrophys-
ical black holes do not achieve the high spins where the
Meissner effect is important. However, there is now reli-
able evidence for rapidly rotating black holes. In particu-
lar, the spin parameters of the black holes in Cyg X-1 and
GRS 1915+105 have been measured to be a/M > 0.95
[1–3]. Jets from these black holes could be quenched by
the Meissner effect. It is important to understand this
possibility.
The discovery of the black hole Meissner effect predates
astrophysical jet modeling. Wald [4] found a solution for
a Kerr black hole immersed in a uniform magnetic field
aligned with the black hole spin axis. The magnetic field
is treated as a test field. It is a vacuum field; there are
no currents. The simplicity of Wald’s solution makes
it very useful for understanding the interaction of black
holes with magnetic fields. King, Lasota, and Kundt
[5] noted that the flux of Wald’s solution through the
black hole horizon drops to zero in the extremal limit
(see Figure 1), in a way that is similar to the Meissner
effect of superconductors [6, 7].
If the field was only expelled at the extremal limit,
one could dismiss the effect as a pathology of a/M = 1.
It is impossible to achieve extremal spins in nature, so
the implications of the Meissner effect would be limited.
However, the flux is expelled in a continuous way as the
black hole is spun up. It is not a discontinuous effect that
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only appears exactly at a/M = 1. The flux threading the
northern hemisphere of the horizon is
Φ = 2pi
∫ pi/2
0
Fθφdθ. (1)
The integral is restricted to one hemisphere of the horizon
because the flux over the entire horizon is trivially zero
(because the magnetic monopole charge of the black hole
is zero). Plugging in the Wald solution gives [4, 5]
Φ = pir2+B(1− a4/r4+), (2)
where r+ = M +
√
M2 − a2 is the radius of the horizon
and B is the field strength at infinity. Figure 2 shows how
Φ drops as the black hole is spun up. The drop is partly
coming from the fact that the black hole is shrinking as
it spins up. This contribution is not particularly inter-
esting, as even in flat space the flux of a uniform field
through a sphere depends on its surface area. However,
the area-normalized flux, Φ/(4piMr+), also drops with
spin (the area of the northern hemisphere of the horizon
is 4piMr+).
One might worry that the Meissner effect relies on a pe-
culiar feature of the Wald solution. This solution is a test
field, but the effect persists for non-test fields [7–10]. The
Wald solution is a vacuum field and the vector potential
is a Killing vector, so it is a very special configuration.
However, Bicˇa´k and Dvorˇa´k [11] have found solutions
which vastly generalize the Wald solution and their so-
lutions also display the Meissner effect [12]. They found
a general multipole expansion which can be adapted to
(almost) any axisymmetric, stationary magnetic field in
the Kerr metric, including non-vacuum fields sourced by
current distributions. Their result is often summarized
as proving [13]
“All stationary, axisymmetric magnetic fields are ex-
pelled from the Kerr horizon as a/M → 1.”
The standard Blandford-Znajek (BZ) model [14] of spin-
powered black hole jets is stationary and axisymmetric,
so this result appears to rule out BZ jets at high spins.
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FIG. 1. The Wald magnetic field [4] for black hole spin parameters a/M = 0.5 (left panel) and a/M = 1 (right panel). At
a/M = 1, the field is completely expelled from the horizon.
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FIG. 2. The flux threading the northern hemisphere of the black hole horizon drops continuously as a/M → 1. We have set
B = 1.
Our first observation is that stationary and axisymmet-
ric fields which become entirely radial near the horizon
are not expelled by the Meissner effect and may continue
to power jets up to the extremal limit. This is an im-
portant possibility because early work on the BZ model
and recent simulations both suggest the fields of black
hole jets have a large split monopole component [14–20].
This provides a natural mechanism to power jets from
Cyg X-1 and GRS 1915+105. It appears to be consis-
tent with the perturbative solutions constructed by [21],
which describe slowing rotating fields threading extremal
Reissner-Nordstro¨m horizons.
One can imagine embedding the Bicˇa´k and Dvorˇa´k
solutions in a conductive magnetosphere. Conductivity
does not enter into Maxwell’s equations, so for a fixed
current distribution, turning on conductivity does not
affect whether the field lines thread the horizon. How-
ever, a conductive magnetosphere may redistribute the
current. The final current distribution might thread the
horizon with flux even if the initial current distribution
did not (or vice versa). Simulations suggest conductive
magnetospheres choose current distributions which evade
the Meissner effect [23]. The result of [12] suggests such
current distributions must be nonstationary or nonax-
isymmetric. Our observation is that the field may re-
main stationary and axisymmetric (as in the original BZ
model) provided it becomes radial at the horizon.
One might argue that a sufficiently powerful accretion
disk can drag any field onto an extremal horizon despite
the Meissner effect. We give a simple geometrical reason
3why this is impossible unless the field becomes radial at
the horizon. It has been argued that jets can be powered
directly by the ergosphere, so that even if the Meissner
effect operated it would not be relevant for BZ jets [22,
23]. We argue that this suggestion is incorrect unless the
BZ model is significantly modified.
Finally we note that in our simulations of black hole
jets there is no evidence for the Meissner effect. We
have observed previously that the fields in our simula-
tions have a large split monopole component [20]. So
this is consistent with our observation that fields which
become radial at the horizon evade the Meissner effect.
Furthermore, simulations generate split monopole fields
spontaneously, which suggests this mechanism is natu-
rally occurring.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review
the physics underlying the black hole Meissner effect and
debunk two proposals for evading the Meissner effect.
In Sec III we discuss three ways the black hole Meiss-
ner effect can be evaded. Of these, split-monopole fields
provide a particularly natural solution. In Sec. IV we
summarize and conclude.
II. THE MEISSNER EFFECT AND JETS
A. Black Hole Jets
Black hole jets may be powered by the black hole’s
spin or by an accretion flow. The standard model of
spin-powered jets is the Blandford-Znajek (BZ) model
[14, 24]. It describes how magnetic field lines thread the
horizon and extract the black hole’s rotational energy.
The jet power is
Pjet =
1
8pi
Ω2HΦ
2, (3)
where ΩH = a/(2Mr+) is the angular velocity of the
horizon. Recent observations of jets from galactic X-ray
binaries are consistent with (3) [3, 25, 26]. Numerous
general relativistic magnetohydrodynamic (GRMHD)
simulations have checked and verified the BZ model [18–
20, 23, 27–34].
It is usually assumed that the flux threading the hori-
zon, Φ, is fixed by the accretion rate (e.g. [35]). The field
builds up until its outward pressure balances the inward
ram pressure of the accretion flow. Numerous GRMHD
simulations support this picture. So jet power is expected
to scale with spin as Pjet ∼ Ω2H , for fixed accretion rate.
This simple picture could break down for rapidly ro-
tating black holes if the black hole Meissner effect expels
the magnetic field and prevents it from reaching its equi-
librium value [12, 13, 36]. In this case, jet power would
drop off at high spins and go to zero at the extremal
limit.
B. What Causes the Meissner Effect?
One might think that a sufficiently powerful accretion
disk can drag any field geometry onto a black hole hori-
zon, even in the extremal limit. It turns out this is impos-
sible. To explain why, we turn to the physics underlying
the black hole Meissner effect.
In the extremal limit,
∫ r++
r+
√
grrdr →∞, (4)
and the proper length of the black hole throat blows up.
Note that this is a special feature of extremal black holes.
All black holes have infinite grr at the horizon, but the
integral (4) is infinite only for extremal black holes.
Now consider the red cylinder in Figure 3. In the ex-
tremal limit, the surface area of the top of the cylinder
blows up but the surface area of the bottom stays finite.
So to maintain ∇ · B = 0, the magnetic field must van-
ish at the horizon in the extremal limit. This causes the
Meissner effect. It makes no difference whether or not
there is an accretion disk. If a disk (or anything else)
were to forcibly drag the field onto the horizon, then the
flux through the top of the cylinder would be infinite and
∇ · B = 0 would be broken. Invoking an accretion disk
does not help.
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FIG. 3. The a/M = 1 Wald solution of Figure 1.
For concreteness, we give the cylinder argument in the
zero angular momentum observer (ZAMO) frame. The
4basis vectors are [37]
etˆ =
(
A
ρ2∆
)1/2
∂
∂t
+
2Mar
(Aρ2∆)
1/2
∂
∂φ
, (5)
erˆ =
∆1/2
ρ
∂
∂r
, (6)
eθˆ =
1
ρ
∂
∂θ
, (7)
eφˆ =
ρ
A1/2 sin θ
∂
∂φ
, (8)
where
∆ = r2 − 2Mr + a2, (9)
ρ2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ, (10)
A = (r2 + a2)2 − a2∆ sin2 θ. (11)
The one-forms are
etˆ =
(
ρ2∆
A
)1/2
dt, (12)
erˆ =
ρ
∆1/2
dr, (13)
eθˆ = ρdθ, (14)
eφˆ = −2Mar sin θ
ρA1/2
dt+
A1/2
ρ
sin θdφ. (15)
The magnetic field is
B iˆ = ∗F iˆtˆ, (ˆi = rˆ, θˆ, φˆ). (16)
B iˆ is a three-vector living on a t = const. slice of the
Kerr metric. The no-monopoles constraint is [24]
∇ ·B = 0. (17)
The components of the connection are
Γiˆjˆkˆ = −γ lˆjˆkˆgiˆlˆ − γ lˆkˆiˆgjˆlˆ + γ lˆiˆjˆgkˆlˆ, (18)
where the commutator coefficients are defined by
[ejˆ , ekˆ] = γ
iˆ
jˆkˆ
eiˆ. (19)
Integrating (17) over the cylinder gives∫
C
∇ ·Berˆ ∧ eθˆ ∧ eφˆ = 0. (20)
This is the same as the flux through the surface of the
cylinder, by the divergence theorem. The contribution
from the top of the cylinder is∫
∂C
Bθˆ erˆ ∧ eφˆ =
∫
∂C
Bθˆ
(
A
∆
)1/2
sin θdrdφ. (21)
Assume Bθˆ is axisymmetric and stationary. Then at the
extremal limit, the right hand side is finite only if Bθˆ
goes to zero at the horizon faster than
√
∆(r). This
implies the Meissner effect for most stationary, axisym-
metric fields (regardless of whether or not there is an
accretion disk). The one exception are fields which lie
entirely along erˆ. We will revisit this exception later.
The Meissner effect could also be evaded by a field
which threads the horizon but then drops to zero as it
rises up out of the throat (we discuss such an example
in Section III B). However, such a field could not power
conventional jets, because jets require field lines which
extend from the horizon to a distant load region.
We have depicted the cylinder argument at the equa-
torial plane, but it immediately generalizes to all polar
angles because the length of the black hole throat (4)
blows up at all polar angles.
The cylinder argument is appropriate for observers
who remain outside the black hole. From the perspec-
tive of infalling observers, the length of the black hole
throat remains finite in the extremal limit. It is not clear
why the Meissner effect should exist at all from this per-
spective, although clearly it does.
We have shown that the field goes to zero at Boyer-
Linquist radius r/M = 1. In these coordinates, the re-
gion between the horizon and the innermost stable cir-
cular orbit are all at r/M = 1 in the extremal limit. A
closer look at the near horizon geometry [37] shows that
the field must go to zero at the photon orbit, an infinite
(spacelike) distance outside the horizon. So the Meissner
effect is somewhat stronger than suggested above.
C. The Importance of the Horizon
In black hole spacetimes, the horizon is crucially con-
nected to the energy extraction process, so that if the
Meissner effect operated, ordinary BZ jets would be im-
possible. To motivate this claim, consider the original
Penrose process [39] in horizon penetrating coordinates.
A negative energy particle is created in the ergosphere.
All negative energy geodesics eventually cross the hori-
zon [40]. Suppose a “wall” mimicking the Meissner effect
were to prevent the particle from crossing the horizon in-
definitely. Then the particle would need to be boosted
back to positive energy. So no net energy would be ex-
tracted in the end. Roughly speaking, the work done by
the wall negated the energy extraction.
A similar claim holds for fields. If the Meissner effect
or some other wall keeps the fields out of the horizon,
then there is no net energy extraction. In the Meissner
effect case, the wall is present the whole time. It would
be acausal for energy to be extracted for awhile and then
at some point returned to the black hole. What happens
is that energy is not extracted at any point. The way to
think of it is that a field configuration which is not on a
horizon crossing trajectory cannot be a negative energy
field configuration (just as a particle which is not on a
horizon crossing geodesic cannot be a negative energy
particle). If the Meissner effect operates, then there are
5no horizon crossing field configurations, so there is no
energy extraction and ordinary BZ jets are impossible.
This is a consistency condition in black hole space-
times which is not present in spacetimes without hori-
zons. The consistency condition is that field lines must
cross the horizon (possibly at some point in the future)
for jets to extract the black hole’s rotational energy. This
can be understood intuitively and proved rigorously us-
ing the membrane paradigm. The membrane paradigm
replaces the black hole interior with a membrane living
on the boundary of the interior (the horizon). The black
hole’s rotational energy is stored on the membrane. Jets
are powered because field lines torque the membrane and
extract its rotational energy (as in the BZ model). So if
field lines cannot thread the horizon, there can be no
torque on the horizon and there are no BZ jets.
Jets are possible even if the field threads the horizon in
the distant future, after the energy has been extracted.
This is because the membrane’s response is dictated by a
teleological Green’s function, reflecting the global nature
of event horizons. The membrane’s “response” precedes
the torque. In extreme cases (e.g., in Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates), the external field need not reach the horizon
until t → ∞. However, if the Meissner effect operates,
then field lines are prevented from threading the horizon
even as t→∞, so there is no torque on the horizon and
there cannot be BZ jets.
We have argued that negative-energy field configura-
tions must be horizon-crossing. The magnetic field could
be part of a larger negative energy configuration, in which
case the magnetic field itself need not cross the horizon.
Some part of the larger configuration would need to cross
the horizon for there to be net energy extraction. For ex-
ample, the magnetic field could be coupled to a fluid. En-
ergy extraction would be possible even if only the fluid
crossed the horizon. In the membrane formulation of
this process, the jet would be powered by hydrodynamic
(rather than magnetic) torques acting on the horizon. In
our simulations, jets are powered by magnetic torques as
envisioned in the original BZ model [20].
The consistency condition we have been discussing and
the membrane paradigm cannot be formulated in space-
times without horizons, such as naked singularities and
the spacetimes considered by [38].
Our argument relies on the membrane paradigm as a
complete and exact description of black holes with hori-
zons. We have shown that it correctly describes black
hole jet simulations [20]. More generally, the action prin-
ciple formulation of Parikh and Wilczek [41] makes it
clear that the membrane paradigm is a complete and ex-
act description of all black hole physics (at least for clas-
sical observers outside the black hole). Let us expand on
this point. Electrodynamics is described by an action,
S =
∫
d4xL. (22)
On a black hole spacetime, we may split the action into
S = Sin + Sout, (23)
where Sin (Sout) is the action obtained by restricting the
integral in (22) to the black hole interior (exterior). An
observer outside the black hole has no access to Sin, but
varying Sout alone does not give the right physics because
it is not stationary on solutions of δS = 0. So we define
the external observer’s effective action
Seff = Sout + Smb, (24)
by supplementing Sout with a correction term, Smb, de-
fined such that δSeff = 0 and δS = 0 agree:
δSeff = δS. (25)
For electrodynamics, the required correction term is [41]
Smb =
∫
d3x
√−hjs ·A, (26)
where
jis = F
ijnk (27)
is the membrane current, A is the vector potential,
F = dA, and ni is the outward-pointing, space-like unit
normal to the horizon. The surface integral in (26) is
over the horizon. The horizon now carries a current. En-
forcing regularity at the horizon leads to Ohm’s law and
the horizon resistance 377 ohms (see [41]).
Comparing (23) and (24), we see that an action over
the black hole interior, Sin, has been traded for an ac-
tion over the black hole horizon, Smb. In this sense, the
membrane paradigm gives a holographically dual descrip-
tion of the black hole interior. The original action and
the effective action have the same variation, so they are
physically equivalent (at least for classical observers out-
side the black hole). For jet model-building, the mem-
brane paradigm has the advantage that the black hole’s
rotational energy is stored in a well-defined place: it is
located on the horizon (see [24]). This makes it clear that
magnetic fields must thread the horizon to power jets in
the membrane paradigm, and so they must thread the
horizon in any formulation of jet physics, by the dual-
ity (25). It is not sufficient for field lines to thread the
ergosphere alone in black hole spacetimes.
For completeness, we explain in more detail how the
membrane action (26) was derived by [41]. The electro-
magnetic Lagrangian is L = L(Aµ, ∂µAv). Variation of
the exterior piece of the action alone gives
δSout =
∫
d4x
√−g δAµ
(
∂L
∂Aµ
− ∂ν ∂L
∂(∂νAµ)
)
+
∫
d3x
√−hnµ
(
∂L
∂(∂µAν)
δAν
)
, (28)
where we have used integration by parts and the diver-
gence theorem. The first integral on the RHS gives the
usual Maxwell’s equations in the black hole exterior. It is
stationary on solutions of the total action, δS = 0. The
second integral on the RHS is a surface term supported
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FIG. 4. Top panel: The membrane paradigm replaces the
black hole interior with a membrane living on the boundary of
the interior (the horizon). Both pictures give a complete and
exact description of black hole physics (at least for classical
observers outside the black hole). Bottom panel: Black hole
energy extraction may be described either as negative energy
entering the black hole or as positive energy leaving the black
hole. So there are four equivalent ways to describe how jets
are powered: positive energy flows out of the interior, negative
energy flows into the membrane, etc.
on the black hole horizon. It does not vanish on solutions
of δS = 0 and must be canceled. The correction term we
need is
δSmb = −
∫
d3x
√−hnµ
(
∂L
∂(∂µAν)
δAν
)
. (29)
Plugging in the electromagnetic Lagrangian, L =
−F 2/4 + J · A, gives the membrane action (26), as
claimed. All of the black hole membrane paradigm flows
from this starting point. Note that this formulation of
the membrane paradigm is entirely covariant; it can be
adapted to any coordinate system or frame, so long as
the observer remains outside the black hole.
D. Four Interpretations of Black Hole Jets
One is free to say that energy is exchanged with the
black hole interior or with a membrane living on the black
hole horizon. One may further choose whether to de-
scribe the process as negative energy flowing into the
black hole (e.g., Boyer-Lindquist coordinates), or as pos-
itive energy flowing out of the black hole (e.g., in a local
frame). So there are four physically equivalent interpre-
tations of spin-powered jets. Figure 4 summarizes the
possibilities.
Note that all negative energies in this sense are “en-
ergies at infinity.” No local observer can measure a neg-
ative energy (by the energy theorems for ordinary mat-
ter). Negative energies can at best be inferred indirectly,
for example, by scattering a particle through the Penrose
process and then inferring that the intermediate, infalling
particle had negative energy based on the change in en-
ergy of the scattered particle.
When black hole spin energy is extracted, an observer
at infinity may infer that negative energy particles are
flowing into the black hole. A local observer will find
only positive energy particles. In the local observer’s
reference frame, the particles with negative energies at
infinity will appear to be positive energy particles flowing
out of the black hole. But of course all of the particles
and the observer are falling into the black hole, it is only
their relative motion that causes it to appear to the local
observer that some particles are flowing out.
E. GRMHD Simulations
One might try to understand the Meissner effect using
GRMHD simulations. It is not clear whether this is a
reliable approach. Simulations discretize space into grid
cells. Grid cells at the horizon have small coordinate
sizes, typically ∆r/M ≈ 0.005, but they have infinite
proper lengths (4) in the extremal limit.
The simulation’s horizon is outside the true horizon.
The separation is of order the grid cell size. So simulated
black holes do not have infinitely long throats in the ex-
tremal limit. Most of the throat is inside a single grid
cell at the horizon. The region of spacetime that causes
the Meissner effect is unresolved (see section II B). This
becomes a serious limitation for a/M & 0.95 (see Figure
5). So it is not clear whether GRMHD simulations can
give reliable results on the Meissner effect for rapidly ro-
tating black holes. (The surface area of the top of the
red cylinder in Figure 3 never blows up.) Of course most
other aspects of black hole jets and accretion physics are
insensitive to the proper length of the throat and can be
simulated reliably. The infinite length of the throat is
in a spacelike direction while accreting gas follows time-
like curves and reaches the horizon in finite proper time.
However, magnetic field lines are spacelike curves and
experience the proper length of the throat through the
Meissner effect.
It is worth noting that for spins a/M < 0.95, our
GRMHD simulations show no sign of the Meissner ef-
fect. In an earlier paper [20], we used the GRMHD code
HARM [42, 43] to evolve a three dimensional, magne-
tized, turbulent accretion disk in the Kerr metric. We
work in horizon penetrating coordinates, with a logarith-
mically spaced radial grid that concentrates resolution
on the inner regions of the accretion flow. As the disk
drags magnetic fields onto the black hole, jets develop
spontaneously. The jets are correctly described by the
BZ model in its membrane paradigm formulation [20]. A
full description of the setup can be found in [20].
Figure 6 shows the flux threading the northern hemi-
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FIG. 5. Proper lengths, δr =
∫ r++∆r
r+
√
grrdr, of grid cells at
r = r+ as a function of black hole spin. Curves correspond
to grid cells at polar angles θ = 0 (solid blue) and θ = pi/2
(dashed red). We assume a typical GRMHD simulation, for
which the coordinate length of these grid cells is ∆r = 0.005
(for example, the simulations of [20]). For a/M & 0.95, the
proper lengths blow up and the black hole throat is not re-
solved by the simulation.
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FIG. 6. Flux threading the northern hemisphere of the hori-
zon as a function of spin for seven of our GRMHD simula-
tions [20]. Symbols indicate whether the magnetic field in
the GRMHD initial conditions is a single poloidal loop (tri-
angles) or a series of poloidal loops (circles). The flux is time
averaged over the steady-state period of the simulations and
normalized to the flux threading the northern hemisphere of
a sphere at r/M = 100.
sphere of the black hole horizon, Φ, as a function of black
hole spin for a series of these simulations. The data
has been time averaged over the steady-state period of
the simulations and normalized to the flux threading the
northern hemisphere of a sphere at r/M = 100. The hori-
zon’s equilibrium flux shows no significant dependence
on spin. It is set entirely by the accretion flow, as ex-
pected. Of course the Meissner effect is only expected to
be important for a/M > 0.95, which is the regime where
simulations do not resolve the black hole throat.
III. EVADING THE MEISSNER EFFECT
In this section we describe three ways to evade the
Meissner effect. The first provides a particularly natural
mechanism for powering astrophysical jets.
A. Split Monopole Fields
The cylinder argument of section II B rules out the pos-
sibility of stationary axisymmetric fields threading the
horizon in the extremal limit unless the field becomes
entirely radial at the horizon. Fields entirely along dr
run parallel to the throat. It is impossible to adapt the
cylinder argument to these solutions.
The simplest example of such a field is a magnetic
monopole. Of course, there are no magnetic monopoles
in astrophysics. However, split monopoles occur in black
hole jets. A split monopole is the same as a monopole
except the sign of the field is flipped on one side of the
equatorial plane. The field is supported by currents flow-
ing in the plane. The currents are supported by an
accretion disk. Early work on the BZ model and re-
cent GRMHD simulations suggest black hole jets have
a large split monopole component [14–20]. For example,
in our GRMHD simulations [20], a turbulent accretion
disk brings magnetic fields to the black hole, jets develop
spontaneously, and the fields powering the jets have a
large split monopole component.
Figure 7 shows a black hole with a split monopole field.
In this picture the top and bottom faces of the red cylin-
der are orthogonal to dr. The surface area remains finite
in the extremal limit, so the field can thread the horizon
while maintaining ∇ · B = 0. There is no tendency to
expel the field.
This appears to contradict the result of Bicˇa´k and Ja-
nis [12], which is often understood as ruling out the pos-
sibility of axisymmetric stationary fields threading the
extremal horizon. However, a closer look at their re-
sult shows that there is no monopole component in their
multipole expansion of the field. They did not inves-
tigate current distributions which extend down to the
event horizon, which precludes the possibility of a split
monopole. So there is no contradiction.
It is perhaps surprising that dipole fields are expelled
while split monopole fields are not. At the horizon they
are very similar, each is positive over one hemisphere
and negative over the other. Split monopole vector po-
tentials have Aφ ∼ cos θ while dipole potentials have
Aφ ∼ sin2 θ. If the split monopole could be expanded
as a sum of dipole and higher order multipole moments
then it would be expelled. The reason this is impossible
is that the split monopole Aφ ∼ cos θ/ sin2 θ has Dirac
string singularities at θ = 0, pi. Only smooth vector po-
tentials can be expanded as the sum of dipole and higher
order multipoles.
More explicitly, consider the three dimensional
8FIG. 7. A black hole with a split monopole magnetic field.
The field is supported by currents flowing in the equatorial
plane. The areas of the top and bottom faces of the red cylin-
der remain finite in the extremal limit. So a split monopole
can thread the horizon without breaking ∇ · B = 0, even as
the black hole throat becomes infinitely long. In other words,
there is no Meissner effect for split monopole fields. They
may continue to power jets at the extremal limit.
Maxwell’s equations on the horizon,
∆HA
i ≡ F ij ;j = J i, (30)
where Ai and F ij are the horizon gauge fields as de-
fined in the black hole membrane paradigm. Assume a
stationary vector potential and set a/M = 0, for simplic-
ity. Then equation (30) is a differential equation on the
two-sphere and ∆H is the Hodge Laplacian on S
2. The
multipole moments of the field are eigenvectors of ∆H .
The eigenfunctions of ∆H are just the usual spherical
harmonics,
r2+∆HY
m
` (θ, φ) = −`(`+ 1)Y m` (θ, φ), (31)
where ` ≥ 0 and −` ≤ m ≤ `.
The eigenforms of ∆H are dY
m
` and ∗dY m` , because
r2+∆H(dY
m
` ) = r
2
+(dd
∗ + d∗d)(dY m` )
= −`(`+ 1)dY m` ,
r2+∆H(∗dY m` ) = r2+(dd∗ + d∗d)(∗dY m` )
= −`(`+ 1) ∗ dY m` ,
where d∗ = − ∗ d∗. (Since the sphere has vanishing first
cohomology group, H1(S2) = 0, this is a complete set of
eigenforms.) The ` = 0 mode is the zero form, so we may
restrict attention to ` ≥ 1. In other words, the dipole and
higher order moments give a complete set of eigenvectors.
Any smooth vector potential may be expanded in this
basis. All such fields are expelled in the extremal limit.
The split monopole potential is singular, so it may not be
expanded in this basis. This is why it evades the Meissner
effect.
The axisymmetric eigenvectors are particularly simple,
so we record them here. They have components
(∗dY 0` )θ = 0, (32)
(∗dY 0` )φ =
√
ggθθ
∂Y 0`
∂θ
. (33)
An orthonormal set is
A`φ = sin θY
1
` (θ, 0), (34)
for ` ≥ 1. The first few are
A1φ =
1
2
√
3
2pi
sin2 θ, (35)
A2φ =
1
2
√
15
2pi
cos θ sin2 θ, (36)
A3φ =
1
8
√
21
pi
(5 cos2 θ − 1) sin2 θ. (37)
This gives an orthonormal basis for the stationary,
axisymmetric, nonsingular vector potentials on the
Schwarzschild horizon. The lowest order moment, A1φ,
coincides with the Wald solution [4]. All of these mul-
tipole moments are expelled from the horizon in the ex-
tremal limit [12].
B. Other Possibilities
Split monopole fields provide a natural way to power
jets in the extremal limit. There are two other possi-
bilities, although they are probably less important for
astrophysics.
First, non-axisymmetric fields may continue to thread
the horizon in the extremal limit. The simplest possibil-
ity is a tilted jet. Tilted fields evade the cylinder argu-
ment of Section II B because they become radiative near
the horizon. The flux through the equatorial plane re-
mains finite because the field is rapidly oscillating. Exact
solutions for tilted magnetic fields have been found and
the flux through the horizon is nonzero in the extremal
limit [12]. Astrophysical spin-powered jets are probably
aligned with the black hole spin axis, so it is not clear
that this possibility is astrophysically relevant.
Another way for fields to thread the horizon in the ex-
tremal limit is to consider electrically charged black holes.
Charged black holes have a gyromagnetic ratio γ = Q/M ,
so a charged black hole immersed in a uniform magnetic
field acquires an angular momentum. Angular momen-
tum induces a magnetic dipole moment at the horizon.
9The induced field continues to thread the horizon in the
extremal limit [6]. It rises up through the throat, rather
than penetrating down into it, so it is not quenched by
the Meissner effect. (The original field is expelled in the
extremal limit, which shows the Meissner effect operates
even for coupled electramognetic and gravitational per-
turbations of extreme charged black holes [6].) However,
astrophysical black holes are electrically neutral, so this
possibility probably goes unrealized in nature.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have revisited the black hole Meissner effect,
whereby a spinning black hole tends to expel magnetic
fields. We have argued that if the Meissner effect op-
erates, then electromagnetic spin-powered jets will be
quenched. This argument has a simple explanation in
the membrane paradigm. In this picture, the black hole’s
rotational energy is stored on the horizon. Fields extract
the black hole’s energy by torquing the horizon. If the
field does not thread the horizon, then there is no torque
and it is impossible to extract the black hole’s rotational
energy. A subtlety is that the membrane is described by
a teleological Green’s function (which reflects the global
nature of the event horizon), so the “response” precedes
the torque. This means the field need not thread the
horizon until after the energy is extracted. The mem-
brane paradigm makes it clear that if the Meissner effect
operated, then it would prevent the field from torquing
the black hole and there could be no jets.
We have explained how to understand this claim with-
out using the membrane paradigm. The key fact is that
all negative energy geodesics eventually cross the hori-
zon. Our claim can be understood as a generalization of
this fact from particles to magnetic fields. A magnetic
field configuration which is not on a horizon crossing tra-
jectory cannot be a negative energy configuration. If all
stationary axisymmetric fields were prevented from cross-
ing the horizon by the Meissner effect, then there could
be neither energy extraction nor BZ jets.
Given the importance of the Meissner effect, it is cru-
cial to understand whether astrophysical jets can avoid it
and continue to operate at high spins. One might argue
that a sufficiently powerful accretion disk or conductive
magnetosphere would simply overwhelm the Meissner ef-
fect and drag any field configuration onto the horizon.
We have shown that this is impossible unless the field
becomes radial near the horizon. A simple example of
such a field is a split-monopole. The jets in our simula-
tions spontaneously develop a large split-monopole com-
ponent. So this provides a natural mechanism to power
jets from rapidly rotating black holes such as Cyg X-
1 and GRS 1915+105. This addresses a long-standing
concern that the black hole Meissner effect quenches jet
power at high spins.
It would be good to find a simple explanation for why
simulated black hole fields tend to have a large split-
monopole component. Also, as we have noted, simu-
lations have trouble resolving the black hole throat for
a/M & 0.95. The Meissner effect is a manifestation of
the throat, at least from the perspective of an observer
who remains outside the black hole. (It is not clear how
to understand the Meissner effect from the perspective
of an infalling observer.) So it would be good to find a
way to simulate jets in a way that resolves the throat.
Perhaps the near-horizon extremal Kerr geometry could
be useful [44].
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